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Investigation #1: Algae Microscopy

Overview 
In this exercise, you will depolymerize the algae bead to free the algae (Scenedesmus obliquus) and observe the algae under a 
microscope.

The Scenedesmus genus is one of the most common unicellular freshwater algae. Though it can exist in a single cell (unicell) 
stage, it is also often seen in coenobia of four to eight cells. The coenobia you observe may have end cells with two long spines 
protruding from the outer corners. Each cell contains a single, plate-like chloroplast.

Scenedesmus is used as an experimental system in research on pollution, photosynthesis, and biofuels. In another practical 
application, Scenedesmus provides oxygen for the bacterial decomposition of organic matter in sewage purifi cation processes.

Protocol

1. Use the algae transfer pipet that has been cut into a scoop to transfer one algae bead into the cuvette labeled debeading and 
 cap tightly.   

2. Incubate the solution at room temperature for 20 min, rigorously shaking the cuvette every 5 min. After 20 min, enough of the   
 bead will have depolymerized to release enough algae cells to proceed with the microscopy activity. 

3. Gently invert the cuvette to mix, and then use a fresh transfer pipet to transfer 1 drop of dissolved algae bead solution to the 
 center of a microscope slide.

4. Place a coverslip over the microscope slide. 
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5. Observe under a microscope, taking notes and making sketches. 

Data Collection and Analysis

1.7  Draw some of the cells you see. Do you see coenobia? If so, how many cells do you typically see per coenobium?

1.8  Do the S. obliquus vary in color? What does the intensity of the color tell you about the algae?

1.9  Draw a diagram that represents the interdependence of photosynthesis and cellular respiration within the algae cells. This 
  diagram should include the connections between the products and reactants for each process, the location/organelle in 
  which each process occurs, and a short description of what is occurring during photosynthesis and cellular respiration. If 
  you have drawn this diagram in Pre-Lab #3, then copy it here for future reference for Investigations #3–6.
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Investigation #2: Photosynthesis and Cellular Respiration 
Core Lab

Overview 
All life on Earth ultimately relies on two biochemical processes: photosynthesis and cellular 
respiration. In this exercise, you will use algae beads to measure rates of photosynthesis 
and cellular respiration. The beads contain eukaryotic microalgae (Scenedesmus obliquus) 
encapsulated in alginate. You will incubate them in a CO2 indicator solution that is sensitive 
to changes in pH caused by gaseous CO2 dissolving in water to form carbonic acid:

                                       CO2 + H2O <—> H2CO3 <—> HCO3
− + H+

When the CO2 indicator is at equilibrium with the atmosphere, it is dark orange. When the 
CO2 levels increase, it changes to yellow, and when CO2 levels decrease, it changes to purple 
(see Indicator Color Guide). The CO2 indicator spans the range of pH change that will be seen 
in the algae beads (pH 6.9–9.1), making it a convenient way to measure photosynthesis and 
cellular respiration.

In this exercise, you will compare the rates of color change of the CO2 indicator caused by 
algae beads incubated under bright light and in complete darkness. The color/pH change of 
the CO2 indicator can be determined using the Indicator Color Guide or a spectrophotometer 
set to measure absorbance at 550 nm. 

Indicator Color Guide and corresponding pH values. 

Focus Questions 
2.1  As the algae photosynthesize, how will the pH of the CO2 indicator change? Why? 
  How will the pH change if the cells begin to respire?

2.2  Imagine that the algae are experiencing the light conditions that would result in the 
  graph from page 7. Predict what color changes will happen in the CO2 indicator 
  between compensation points 1 and 2, and explain why. What about after 
  compensation point 2?

Collaborate and use outside 

resources to answer the following 

questions:

The algae beads provide a 

convenient experimental system 

because they are uniform in size 

and contain roughly the same 

number of algal cells per bead. 

Why are these advantages for the 

experiments you will perform?

Under the light, which 

process(es) will be taking 

place: photosynthesis, cellular 

respiration, or both?

Why are you measuring the 

absorbance of the solution at 

550 nm?

ThINQ!
Exercises
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Protocol

1. Label one empty cuvette light, and the other cuvette dark. Label each cuvette so that it does not obstruct light reaching 
 the algae beads.

2. Label a transfer pipet algae and convert it into a scoop by cutting the transfer pipet at the 100 μl mark diagonally. Use the algae 
 transfer pipet to transfer 10 algae beads into each of the light and dark cuvettes.

3. Label a new transfer pipet excess and use it to remove and discard the liquid that transferred along with the beads.

4. Label a new transfer pipet wash and use it to add 1 ml of distilled water to each of the cuvettes. Let the algae beads incubate in 
 the water for 5 min to allow indicator within the bead to wash out.

5. Use the wash transfer pipet to remove the water from the cuvette. Discard the water into the waste container.
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6. Label a new transfer pipet indicator and use it to transfer 1 ml of CO2 indicator to each 
 cuvette. Cap cuvettes tightly.  

7. Wrap the cuvette labeled dark in aluminum foil. Place both the cuvettes labeled light 
 and dark on their sides 15–25 cm from the lamp. Ensure that the beads are distributed 
 evenly throughout the cuvette and the clear side of the cuvette faces the light.  

8. Collect data starting at time = 0 min. Every 5 min, thoroughly mix the CO2 indicator in the 
 cuvettes and determine the color. This can be done by comparing the color of the CO2 
 indicator in your cuvette to the provided Indicator Color Guide, or by reading the 
 absorbance at 550 nm (A550 ) in a spectrophotometer (make sure your teacher has zeroed 
 the machine). Be quick about taking this reading and immediately return the cuvettes to the 
 experimental conditions.

9. If enough time remains after the last time point, switch the light and dark cuvettes. 
 Place the cuvette labeled light in the dark and the cuvette labeled dark in the light. 
 Continue to record pH or A550 every 5 min.

Collaborate and use outside 

resources to answer the 

following questions:

Why is it important to keep the 

cuvettes at a consistent distance 

from the lamp as you perform 

this activity?

What other variables must 

you keep constant as you 

examine the relative rates of 

photosynthesis and respiration? 
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Data Collection
1. Enter your data in the table below. 

 

2. Make some general observations about your experimental setup (type of light bulb, light bulb color, brightness of the light 
 bulb, distance of your cuvettes from the light, temperature of the room, location of your experimental setup relative to 
 other light sources, etc.). It might be useful to sketch your experimental setup. Why might these general observations 
 be important?

Time, min Light Dark
  Indicator color, pH, or A550  Indicator color, pH, or A550 

 0

 5

 10

 15

 20

 25

 30

 35

 40

 45
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Analysis of Results 
The goal of this analysis is to determine the rates of photosynthesis and cellular respiration in the light and in the dark.

1. Graph your results. Label the y-axis with pH or A550 value intervals that are appropriate to your data. Plot the color change 
 versus time for both your light and dark samples on the same graph, as below. Use a ruler to draw a best fi t line for the 
 linear region of your light and dark datasets. Hint: use a different color to plot your light and dark results, or use solid and 
 dashed lines.

 

 

 2. Calculate the slope. Mark two points along your light best fi t line. Try to choose points that are far apart but are still in the 
 linear range of the graph. Label the point on the left Li and the point on the right Lf. Do the same with the dark best fi t line 
 but label the points Di and Df. 

 Fill out the chart below with the coordinates of the points you marked.

 The slope of the graph indicates the change in CO2 over time. Calculate the slope from your light and dark best fi t lines 
 using the following equation (replace A550 with pH if you visually assessed color in your experiment):

  Time, min pH or A550
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Df

p
H

 /
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55
0

Time, min

Slopelight = 
 (A550Lf – A550Li )

   (timeLf – timeLi )     
= 

Slopedark = 
 (A550Df – A550Di )

   (timeDf – timeDi )     
=  
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2.3. Are your slopes positive or negative for light and dark conditions? What does this mean about the change in CO2?

2.4. Under which condition did the CO2 indicator turn more alkaline? Why?

2.5  Under which condition did the solution start to change color more quickly (light or dark)? (Hint: look at the absolute value 
  of the slopes you calculated.)

2.6  How does cellular respiration impact the observed rate of photosynthesis? Is your calculated rate of photosynthesis  
  accurate? Why or why not?
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2.7  Revisit your diagram of photosynthesis and cellular respiration from either Pre-Lab #3 or Investigation #1. Revise your 
  diagram to demonstrate how the experimental design of your current investigation affects these processes. Indicate where 
  the rates of these processes may increase or decrease and describe why. Also indicate how the organism will be affected 
  if the conditions of your investigation were to continue.

2.8  Look up current ocean pH values. How do the current values compare to those from previous years? Consider what 
  you’ve just learned about algae and how the chemistry of the indicator used in the experiments you just performed works. 
  Hypothesize why oceans are at their current pH. How is the pH of the ocean changing and why? How might this affect 
  the organisms that live in the ocean?


